Nissan quest 2002

Pros: Value, dependability, comfort Cons: Watch the plastic sliding door handles Likely to
recommend this car? We now have K miles on her. The only unscheduled problem we have had
was the axle boots ripped open around 62K miles, so we replaced both axles. This repair was
completely unexpected as the vehicle is always garaged and not abused. When it hit K, I
changed the timing belt, water pump preventive maintenance only She continues to run like a
champ. We have the SE model which improves handling; however, you can definitely feel the
bumps when you hit them. Right now, the only issue we have is the radio display fades in and
out which is a common problem on these vehicles. There is a cheap repair where you resolder
the power supply lead on a circuit board inside of the radio. Right now, it's not bad enough to
mess with so we are leaving it alone. We have the captain's chairs in the middle row which is
comfortable for the kids. We also have the overhead video player which the kids love. We, the
grandparents, love it to. Just turn it on and the kids will not make a sound except for needed
bathroom breaks and the I'm hungry, feed me calls. The van came with Goodyear tires which
lasted approximately 40K miles. These were really quiet tires; however, the weight of the van
made the tires look underinflated. We now have on General Altimax RT tires which ride and
handle excellent. They also appear to support the weight of the van a little better. It's too early
to tell about tread wear but right now, it looks like they will last approximately 50K miles or so.
The van's sliding door handles are a weak spot when the doors are frozen. Do not use these
handles to break open the frozen door. Just grab the handle, pull on it until the door lock
unlatches, then grab the body of the door and pull on it to break the ice holding the door closed.
The handles are only plastic and cannot handle the pressure required to break the ice. I learned
this the hard way. I like the white background on the instrument cluster found in the SE vans.
They look really cool during the day and are easily legible during the night. The sound system is
really good for a van. The SE came with the sub speaker system which gives it a little thump! I
have used nothing but synthetic oil in the engine since it was new. It will burn approximately 1
quart of oil every 5K miles. I also have my oil analyzed at Blackstone Labs every 7. So far,
engine wear is below the average level for this engine. I attribute this to the synthetic oil usage. I
don't use the high dollar Mobil 1 or other high performance synthetic oils. I just use the Walmart
brand synthetic since this is not a high performance engine. I used Mobil 1 in my 90 Nissan ZX
twin turbo because this engine was a high performance engine and was often ran very, very
hard. If you use synthetic oil, you can run this oil for the full 7. There is no need to change it
every 3K miles like the oil companies recommend. They really like to see you spend your money
for their oil! I'm going to change the transmission oil filter and oil when she hits K just to be
safe. I have not had to touch the exhaust system so far, which is almost hard to believe. The
muffler still looks and sounds good and the stainless still exhaust piping should last the entire
life of the van. The van has a high performing AC system and the heat is warm within just a mile
or two of starting out. There a few rattles in the sliding doors and rear hatch when you hit a
fairly large bump, but it's not too bad. The van is definitely past middle age, so what would you
expect? I have some rattles now, too. I hope this review helps you. If you can find a good used
Quest van, I'd recommend it. No, you will not get a polished van like what is produced today.
But you will save approximately 30K dollars if you were to buy a new one. Good luck. The wood
grain dash and stylish leather seats made me feel like I driving a Lexus. That is until I ran over
dirt in the road. The ride is horrible. You feel every bump! I found myself scouring the road for
divets and ruts just to avoid them. Otherwise, it was a great vehicle. My kids loved the extras
like the overhead video system. And, my husband and I loved the dual function of the sound
system. It allowed us to listen to the radio or not! Obviously, the car is old, so the technology is
out of date. My Quest even has a VCR! The car was originally my grandma's, and she drove it a
total of 15, miles from However, after she died and my mom inherited it, we had to replace a lot
of things. Luckily though, my grandma had a 5 year warranty on the car, so that was great. I just
inherited it after I got my license, and it is definitely NOT a good car for a first time driver. The
car has been dropping oil since , and the AC has also been broken since then. The one positive
thing I have to say about this car is that it has the most comfortable cloth seats I've sat in much
more comfortable than my parents' and Ford Escapes. Overall, the car is just okay. Not for me,
but okay for a soccer mom or grandma if you can't afford a newer minivan. I have been
satisfied, overall with my second Nissan Quest. I bought the fully loaded Quest. I enjoy the
steering wheel controlled radio switch, the seat heaters, cruise control, rear mirror compass
and the vcr. The car is quite reliable. The van usually gets 16 mpg. The only problems I have had
with the van are the steering wheel radio control failed at about 20, miles, and was replaced.
Now the same thing is failing again at 76, miles. Also at about 50, miles a control needed to be
replaced that operated the power windows and compass That was an expensive repair Overall, I
recommend the Nissan Quest. Although this may not be the best Mini-Van ever made, it is a
darn good one! It has a very quiet and solid ride. Very good ergonomics. The engine has
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listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Excellent value for the money, still looks modern. Pros:
Value, dependability, comfort Cons: Watch the plastic sliding door handles Likely to
recommend this car? We now have K miles on her. The only unscheduled problem we have had
was the axle boots ripped open around 62K miles, so we replaced both axles. This repair was
completely unexpected as the vehicle is always garaged and not abused. When it hit K, I
changed the timing belt, water pump preventive maintenance only She continues to run like a
champ. We have the SE model which improves handling; however, you can definitely feel the
bumps when you hit them. Right now, the only issue we have is the radio display fades in and
out which is a common problem on these vehicles. There is a cheap repair where you resolder
the power supply lead on a circuit board inside of the radio. Right now, it's not bad enough to
mess with so we are leaving it alone. We have the captain's chairs in the middle row which is
comfortable for the kids. We also have the overhead video player which the kids love. We, the
grandparents, love it to. Just turn it on and the kids will not make a sound except for needed
bathroom breaks and the I'm hungry, feed me calls. The van came with Goodyear tires which
lasted approximately 40K miles. These were really quiet tires; however, the weight of the van
made the tires look underinflated. We now have on General Altimax RT tires which ride and
handle excellent. They also appear to support the weight of the van a little better. It's too early
to tell about tread wear but right now, it looks like they will last approximately 50K miles or so.
The van's sliding door handles are a weak spot when the doors are frozen. Do not use these
handles to break open the frozen door. Just grab the handle, pull on it until the door lock
unlatches, then grab the body of the door and pull on it to break the ice holding the door closed.
The handles are only plastic and cannot handle the pressure required to break the ice. I learned
this the hard way. I like the white background on the instrument cluster found in the SE vans.
They look really cool during the day and are easily legible during the night. The sound system is
really good for a van. The SE came with the sub speaker system which gives it a little thump! I
have used nothing but synthetic oil in the engine since it was new. It will burn approximately 1
quart of oil every 5K miles. I also have my oil analyzed at Blackstone Labs every 7. So far,
engine wear is below the average level for this engine. I attribute this to the synthetic oil usage. I
don't use the high dollar Mobil 1 or other high performance synthetic oils. I just use the Walmart
brand synthetic since this is not a high performance engine. I used Mobil 1 in my 90 Nissan ZX
twin turbo because this engine was a high performance engine and was often ran very, very
hard. If you use synthetic oil, you can run this oil for the full 7. There is
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no need to change it every 3K miles like the oil companies recommend. They really like to see
you spend your money for their oil! I'm going to change the transmission oil filter and oil when
she hits K just to be safe. I have not had to touch the exhaust system so far, which is almost
hard to believe. The muffler still looks and sounds good and the stainless still exhaust piping
should last the entire life of the van. The van has a high performing AC system and the heat is
warm within just a mile or two of starting out. There a few rattles in the sliding doors and rear
hatch when you hit a fairly large bump, but it's not too bad. The van is definitely past middle
age, so what would you expect? I have some rattles now, too. I hope this review helps you. If
you can find a good used Quest van, I'd recommend it. No, you will not get a polished van like
what is produced today. But you will save approximately 30K dollars if you were to buy a new
one. Good luck. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

